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Q: What does "close contact"

exposure mean?

A: Being within 6' of someone for 15

minutes without a mask in a 24 hour

period

If you have more questions about Covid-19 go to

www.tippecanoe.in.gov/270/Health-Department

FAQ

Q: What is the studio doing in light of

COVID-19 to keep dancers safe?

A: We have put into place many new

procedures that can be found at

StudiobLafayette.com/SafeStudio.  Our

studios are cleaned between each class

and common areas are cleaned multiple

times throughout our open hours.

Q: What if my dancers misses class

due to quarantine?

A: Each class will be emailed a link to

access to a private group in the "Band"

app.  With this app instructors can load

periodic videos of class so that dancers

can practice at home.

If you are feeling ill, please stay
home and monitor your symptoms.

Your dancer is showing signs &

symptoms of Covid-19.

Signs/Symptoms

Your dancer tested positive

for Covid-19.

Dancer

If school guidelnes do not apply (ie the

dancer is not currently attending

school) your dancer must stay home

for 14-days from the date of the

positive test.

Quarantine

See contact info above

Contact Us

Your dancer or a close contact has tested

positive for Covid-19.

Positive Test

During the 14 day quarantine, the

dancer should have 10 days with no

symptoms or a negative test result

before returning to the studio.

Preparing to return

Please follow school

guidelines and requirements

for quarantine and testing.

School Guidelines
Please follow school

guidelines and requirements

for quarantine and testing.

School Guidelines

The dancers must have a negative

test and 10 days with no symptoms

before returning to the studio. 

Preparing to return

See contact info above

Contact Us

If school guidelnes do not apply (ie the

dancer is not currently attending

school) your dancer must stay home

for 14-days from the date of the

positive test.

Quarantine

A close contact of your

dancer has tested positive.

Close Contact

The close contact has

tested negative and

your dancer has no

signs/symptoms.

Negative
Test

Keep your dancer home & monitor

signs/symptoms while awaiting test results if

your dancer was in close contact with a person

who is awaiting Covid-19 test results.

Stay Home

Your dancer may have been exposed to

Covid-19 by a close contact. This person

has been tested for Covid-19 & you are

waiting to hear results.

Possible Exposure

See contact info above

Contact Us

The close contact

has tested positive

for Covid-19.

Positive
Test

Welcome back!  Let's dance!

Back to the Studio


